
Fall 2017 Math54 Test #1 Name___________________________________

Show all work neatly and systematically for full credit.  Total points:100

(3) Classify the variable as qualitative or quantitative.

1) the weights of  cases loaded onto an airport conveyor belt

(3) Determine whether the quantitative variable is discrete or continuous.

2) the number of phone calls to the police department on any given day

(6) Determine the level of measurement of the variable.

3) a student's favorite sport

4) an evaluation received by a physics student (excellent, good, satisfactory, or poor).

(3) Determine what type of observational study is described. Explain.

5) Researchers wanted to determine whether there was an association between city driving and stomach ulcers.

They selected a sample of 900 young adults and followed them for a twenty-year period. At the start of the

study none of the participants was suffering from a stomach ulcer. Each person kept track of the number of

hours per week they spent driving in city traffic. At the end of the study each participant underwent tests to

determine whether they were suffering from a stomach ulcer.  The researchers analyzed the results to determine

whether there was an association between city driving and stomach ulcers.

(6) Determine whether the study depicts an observational study or an experiment.

6) A poll is conducted in which professional musicians are asked their ages.

7) The personnel director at a large company would like to determine whether the company cafeteria is widely

used by employees. She calls each employee and asks them whether they usually bring their own lunch, eat at

the company cafeteria, or go out for lunch.

8) (6)Mean, Median, Mode:

The heights of ten female students (in inches) in a college math class are listed below. Find the mean, median,

and mode. 

 65  66  67  66 67  70  67  70  71  68

Mean: _______________

Median: ____________

Mode: _____________
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(9) Identify the type of sampling used (Simple random, convenience, cluster, systematic, stratified).

9) Every fifth adult entering an airport is checked for extra security screening. What sampling technique is used?

10) A writer for an art magazine randomly selects and interviews fifty male and fifty female artists. What sampling

technique is used?

11) A statistics student interviews everyone in his apartment building to determine who owns a cell phone. What

sampling technique is used?

(3) Determine whether the underlined value is a parameter or a statistic.

12) A study of 2700 college students in the city of Pemblington found that 14% had been victims of violent crimes.

(6) Knowing your notations.  Write the symbol (or notation) for each of the followings:

13) a. Population variance: ________________

b. Sample standard deviation: ____________

c. Sample size: ____________

d. Population mean: ____________

e. Population standard deviation: ____________

f. Sample mean: _____________

14) (5) At one college, the distribution of GPAs is bell shaped with a mean of 2.9 and a standard deviation of 0.6.

Use  the empirical rule to find percentage of students at the college have a GPA between 2.3 and 3.5?
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15) (4) The ages of the members of a gym have a mean of 48 years and a standard deviation of 11 years.  What can

you conclude from Chebyshev's theorem about the percentage of gym members aged between 19.4 and 76.6?

16) (4) A highly selective boarding school will only admit students who place at least 1.5 z-scores above the mean

on a standardized test that has a mean of 110 and a standard deviation of 12.  What is the minimum score that

an applicant must make on the test to be accepted?

17) (4) Test scores for a calculus class had a  mean of 69 with a standard deviation of  3.7. Suppose a student gets a

87 on the calculus test. Calculate the z-score for the score on the test.

18) (8: 5, 3) The preschool children at Elmwood Elementary School were asked to name their favorite color. The

results are listed below.

  yellow   yellow   green   blue   purple

  purple   purple   yellow   purple   green

  purple   green   blue   blue   blue

  green   purple   blue   purple   red

a. Construct a frequency distribution and a relative frequency distribution.

b. Construct a bar graph.
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19) (10: 2,2,2,4) The weights (in pounds) of babies born at St Mary's hospital last month are summarized in the table.

  Weight (lb)  Number of Babies

5.0 - 6.0 7

6.1  - 7.1 19

7.2 - 8.2 20

8.3 - 9.3 10

9.4 - 10.4 3

a. Find the class width.

b. Find the midpoint for each class. (Add a column on the table for the midpoints)

c. Construct a cummulative frequeny distribution. (Add a column on the table for the cummulative

frequencies).

d. Construct a histogram.

20) (4) The number of home runs that Mark McGwire hit in the first 13 years of his major league baseball career are

listed below. Construct a stem-and-leaf plot for this data (remember to include a legend for the plot).

3  49  32  33  39  22  42  9  9  39  52  58  70
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21) (6) The March utility bills (in dollars) of 30 homeowners are listed below. Construct a frequency distribution

and a relative frequency distribution using six classes.

44  38  41  50  36  36 43  42  49  48

35  40  37  41  43  50  45  45  39  38

50  41  47  36  35  40  42  43  48  33

22) (6: 2,2,2) The costs (in dollars) of 10 college math textbooks are listed below.

70  72  71  70  69  73  69  68  70  71

a. Find the sample standard deviation.

b. Find the range.

c. Find the sample variance.

23) (4) A student receives test scores of 62 and 91. The student's  term project score is 88 and her homework score is

76. Each test is worth 20% of the final grade, the term project is 25% of the final grade, and the homework grade

is 15% of the final grade. What is the student's mean score (grade) in the class?
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